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Abstract

The temperature anomaly of the terrestrial lower troposphere, inferred from the Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU)
radiometers, is found to be inversely correlated with the area of the Sun covered by coronal holes. The correlation between
the monthly time series of global tropospheric temperature anomaly and total coronal hole area from January 1979 to April
1998 has a Pearson coefficient of 2 0.46, which is different from zero at a 95% confidence level. Physical reasonings for the
explained and unexplained parts of the correlation are discussed. The coronal hole area is a physical proxy for both the
global-scale, 22-yr geometrical and shorter-term, dynamical components of the cosmic ray modulation, as well as the
corpuscular emission of the Sun. Other solar parameters that may indicate a solar radiative effect on climate are also
evaluated. It is concluded that variable fluxes either of solar charged particles or cosmic rays modulated by the solar wind, or
both, may influence the terrestrial tropospheric temperature on timescale of months to years.  2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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corpuscular emissions (e.g., Parker, 1998) and the condensation nuclei in the lower stratosphere and
Earth’s internal climatic factors (e.g., Palmer, 1996) troposphere (e.g., Dickinson, 1975; Turco et al.,
are not well understood. Yet new, revealing results 1998), (c) the flow of air-Earth electric current
from solar physics, e.g., the potential doubling of the into cloud tops (e.g., Tinsley, 1996a), (d) the
Sun’s coronal magnetic source flux for interplanetary atmospheric transparency by way of chemical
space during the past 100 years (Lockwood et al., composition changes (e.g., Callis et al., 1998;
1999) are providing evidence on the Sun’s variable Crutzen et al., 1975; Frahm et al., 1997; Pudovkin
output as part of an increasingly multi-parameter & Raspopov, 1992) as well as tropospheric and
approach to the understanding of climatic change. lower stratospheric circulation, including the
Beyond the Sun per se, galactic cosmic rays, modu- strength of winter cyclone activity (e.g., Brown &
lated by the varying solar magnetic wind, have been John, 1979; Tinsley & Deen, 1991; Wilcox et al.,
implicated in changes of terrestrial clouds (Sven- 1974) on timescales of days to years.
smark & Friis-Christensen (1997); hereafter as
SFC97). Because the spheres of spatial and temporal in-

The solar and galactic influences on the Earth’s fluences of those diverse mechanisms overlap, the
climate have four, more-or-less distinct components: relative roles of each proposed mechanism are not

easily separable. These external climate forcings may
1. A change in the solar total (wavelength-inte- even operate concurrently. We have labeled their

grated) irradiance, which directly produces a effects as ‘‘direct’’ or ‘‘indirect’’ in order to further
terrestrial temperature response regionally or distinguish among, e.g., the possible responses in the
globally, or both, on timescales of years to temperature of the terrestrial ocean and atmosphere.
centuries (e.g., Drijfhout et al., 1999; Eddy, 1977; There are also skeptical but constructive viewpoints
Friis-Christensen & Lassen, 1991; Gilliland & to be considered on the sun-climate connection (e.g.,

´Schneider, 1984; Hoyt & Schatten, 1993; Karlen, Green, 1979; Harrison & Shine, 1999; Pittock,
1998; Reid, 1991; Soon et al., 1996; White et al., 1983).
1997). A further difficulty in studying the sun-climate

2. A change in solar ultraviolet irradiance, which connection is the complexity of the terrestrial re-
modulates the stratospheric ozone abundance, sponse. One example is the possible, subtle sensitivi-
thereby impacting atmospheric circulation, and in ty of the ocean radiant heating rates to changes in the
turn and indirectly, terrestrial temperatures over color (energy distribution) of the Sun alone, even if
the 11-year solar cycle (e.g., Bates, 1981; Christ- the total irradiance were to remain constant. This
oforou & Hameed, 1997; Haigh, 1999; Kodera et mechanism works by way of spectral-selective scat-
al., 1991; Labitzke & van Loon, 1997; Shindell et tering and absorbing media in the ocean (e.g.,
al., 1999). phytoplankton/chlorophyll; Livingston, 1994) or in

3. Direct and indirect influences by solar and cosmic the air (e.g., low-level clouds; Siegel et al., 1999),
ray charged particles, mediated by the earth’s although the effects are poorly quantified.
magnetic field, on atmospheric circulation and We present results of an analysis of a correlation
terrestrial temperatures on timescales of years to between solar coronal hole area (a proxy for cosmic
centuries (e.g., Bucha & Bucha, 1998; Cliver et ray fluxes or solar charged particles or both) and
al., 1998; Crooker & Siscoe, 1986). terrestrial lower tropospheric temperature anomalies.

4. Direct and indirect effects of charged-particle The MSU tropospheric temperature and the coronal
fluxes, from either the solar wind or cosmic rays, hole area are two physical variables that can be
or both, that modulate (a) the ionization balance robustly interpreted and thus may have certain
of the lower atmosphere (e.g., Markson & Muir, advantages over parameters (e.g., Wolf sunspot num-
1980; Ney, 1959; Roberts & Olson, 1973), (b) the ber, 10.7 cm flux density and several climatic
formation of sulfate aerosols by the ionizing parameters including the satellite-retrieved cloud
effects of cosmic ray charged particles, which cover discussed in Section 2) used by some previous
subsequently influence the formation of cloud sun-climate correlation studies. The observation of
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6an association between solar or cosmic ray charged is the ground-based neutron count . Using the data
particles (or both) and global tropospheric tempera- set from the Defense Satellite Meteorological Pro-
ture leads to our close examination of a recently gram Special Sensor Microwave/ Imager, SFC97
observed correlation between neutron count (as reported a similar correlation for cloud cover re-
proxy of cosmic ray flux) and terrestrial cloud cover, stricted to what they defined as ‘southern hemisphere
plus subsequent criticisms of that correlation. oceans’ from January 1992 to November 1995.

Similarly, total cloud cover retrieved from the
Nimbus-7 satellite over the ‘southern hemisphere
oceans’ is also shown in SFC97’s Figure 4 for the

2. Recent results on the influence of charged interval April 1979 to March 1985. However, Har-
particles on terrestrial clouds rison & Shine (1999) and Kernthaler et al. (1999)

have pointed out the difficulties in combining three
In studying potential influences of fast-moving uncalibrated cloud cover data series from different

charged particles from the Sun and the Galaxy on the satellites.
terrestrial atmosphere, Tinsley (1996a, and refer- The second study of cloud cover and charged
ences therein) noted two sources of free energy that particles used an independent set of data covering
could amplify the energetically-small, extraterrestrial 1990–1995 (from the High resolution Infrared
corpuscular forcing enough to create a significant Radiation Sounder, HIRS) to extend the previous
atmospheric response. The proposed sources are correlation in time (Menzel et al., 1997). However,
associated with: (i) the release of latent heat during Menzel et al. (1997) found that a good correlation
the freezing of cloud water; and (ii) the horizontal exists only for cirrus cloud cover and neutron count.
shear of winter circulation. The latter source of free The connection of neutron count with the HIRS total
energy requires a mechanism that deposits energy in cloud cover ‘did not show a similar[ly] good correla-
a spatially asymmetric way. That mechanism may be tion’ as in SFC97. That relation between cirrus cloud
associated with effects from changing patterns of cover and neutron count includes the interval of
both: (a) the magnetospheric and auroral storms 1991–1992, when uncertainty may arise from effects
activity as mediated by the magnetic force of the from volcanic aerosols of the Mount Pinatubo erup-
terrestrial tilted-dipolar field (e.g., Bucha & Bucha, tion.
1998); and (b) planetary waves due to topographical The third study (Kuang et al., 1998) used the
and differential land-sea thermal forcings (e.g., Ar- reflectivity constraint imposed by the Total Ozone
nold & Robinson, 1998). Mapping Spectrometer’s record to deduce nearly

The former [i.e., (i)] source of free energy may global (between 608N and 608S) changes of the
come from changes induced in terrestrial cloud
properties by charged particles. Three recent studies

6It is indirect because up to 84% of the locally-induced neutronshave shown new evidence for changes in terrestrial
are produced by lead in the ground neutron monitors and air mass

cloud cover induced by solar and cosmic ray charged corrections are required in estimating cosmic ray fluxes from the
particles, while a fourth study has reexamined the neutron monitor measurements (Simpson et al., 1953). The
claimed connection between cosmic ray flux and ground neutron monitors are sensitive to the primary cosmic ray

spectrum between a few hundred MeV to a few GeV. There are inglobal cloudiness.
the time series direct contributions from highly energetic solarThe first of these new studies (SFC97) looked at
neutrons and other, solar energetic particles. The higher energies

total cloud cover derived from the International of cosmic rays relative to most of the solar wind particles mean
Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) data, deeper penetration depths, with cosmic ray charged particles
and considered only cloud cover over the oceans. reaching as low as the lower stratosphere and the troposphere. In

comparison, the ionizing effects for the bulk of the solarAnalyses were done both with and without the
energetic particles act largely in the upper stratosphere andtropical bands, between 22.58N and 22.58S. SFC97
mesosphere. What is essential for examining the proposed solar-

found 3–4% change of the total cloud cover in the cosmic ray-cloud-climate hypothesis, but not yet available, is
period 1984–1990 to be positively correlated with long-term monitoring of the distribution of charged particles in
change in the cosmic ray flux, whose indirect proxy the troposphere, stratosphere and mesosphere.
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mean cloud optical thickness over the 1984–1990 cannot be attributed either to cosmic ray flux vari-
interval. The cloud optical thickness series should be ability or solar activity.
inversely related to total ISCCP cloud cover since But Kernthaler et al.’s criticisms may be rebutted.
the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer’s reflectivity The global total cloud cover series, which was
changes by a small amount, less than 0.2%. Thus, the revised to include the low confidence, high latitude
resulting cloud optical thickness series itself is and land data and now has a reduced amplitude,
inversely correlated to the neutron count, and direct- retains the relatively close phase relation with neu-
ly correlated with solar activity. Kuang et al.’s tron count (or other measure of solar activity) found
analyses (Z. Kuang 1998, private communication) in prior studies. As for Kernthaler et al.’s suggestion
considered the ISCCP-C2 data over both ocean and that the coverages by individual cloud types are not
land (SFC97 omitted the land data; see below) from related to the neutron count, it remains unresolved
608N to 608S. Kuang et al. (1998) has also high- for several reasons. First, HIRS cirrus clouds have
lighted the warning that, as previously noted by e.g., been observed to show ‘many similarities’ with
Klein & Hartmann (1993), the ISCCP data are well neutron count series (see Figure 5 of Menzel et al.).
calibrated only between 1985 and 1988. Still, Kuang Second, open questions about the correct attribution
et al. favored the cloud cover and charged particle of various cloud types under the changing ISCCP
forcing hypothesis because the relation does appear retrieval algorithms have led Doutiraux-Boucher &

`to be valid for the 1990–1995 interval, as previously Seze (1998) to call for caution when studying a
demonstrated by Menzel et al. (1997). particular cloud type in ISCCP datasets. Menzel et

In contrast, Kernthaler et al. (1999) has raised al. (1997) have also pointed out that ISCCP retrieval
several doubts about the relation between cloud of the high cirrus cloud information is ‘handicapped’
cover and neutron count. First, as noted, the ISCCP because it currently cannot detect semi-transparent,
data are believed to be more stable and can be thin high clouds. In addition, Wylie & Wang (1997)
confidently calibrated only in the interval July 1985 showed that the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas
to February 1988, which suggests that there are only Experiment-SAGE-II database reports higher fre-
about 3 years of reliable data that can be applied to quencies of clouds than HIRS because of an order of
the study of the cloud-cosmic ray connection. Their magnitude greater field of view and an order of
second criticism is that there are additional, high magnitude higher sensitivity to thin cirrus in the
latitude (above 608N and 608S) and land cloud cover SAGE-II experiment.
data that SFC97 omitted (see p. 1227–1229 for The current state of observations and retrieval
SFC97’s reasons). When Kernthaler et al. include algorithms are insufficient for an accurate attribution
those high-latitude and land cloud cover data in the of cloud types. Similarly, the use of cloud radiative
analysis, the range of the total cloudiness of 3–4% forcing calculations to rule out the association of
deduced by SFC97 is reduced to about 2%, despite cloud properties to cosmic rays should be postponed.
the relatively larger uncertainties associated with The impacts of cloud forcing on the atmosphere are
information retrieval for high-latitudes and over broadly manifested in effects like the modulation of
high-albedo surfaces. Most importantly, Kernthaler radiative fluxes, the transport of heat, moisture and
et al. (1999) point out that no clear relationship momentum in convective clouds and the latent heat
between cover by individual cloud types and neutron effects of condensation and evaporation. Confidently
count could be seen. Finally, Kernthaler et al. (1999) rejecting the proposed cosmic ray-cloud connection

22suggest that the overall increase of 2 Wm between seems as difficult as proving its physical existence!
7July 1985 and February 1988 they estimated from The analyses by Menzel et al. (1997), Kuang et al.

the changes in cloud types in the ISCCP record (1998) and Kernthaler et al. (1999) underscore the
difficulty in obtaining reliably measured cloud pa-
rameters (see further discussion below) for studying

7 22 their variability or examining their connection to theThat increase was stated to be 0.4 Wm in their concluding
variable solar and cosmic ray charged particle fluxes.section, but is a typographical error confirmed by J. Haigh (1999,

private communication). Additional questions suggested by those studies
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include: Is the connection between neutron count and [the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometers]
global total cloud cover a robust relation? If not, is with their attendant uncertainties make it difficult to
there alternative, better evidence for climatic changes distinguish real interannual variability from short-
induced by solar and cosmic charged particles? Do term calibration changes . . . ’’ (However, it must be
other atmospheric parameters change significantly stressed that ISCCP cloud datasets are useful for
during the seemingly nearly-self-compensating bal- studies of regional, seasonal and diurnal cloud
ance between changes in the total cloud cover and variability.) The effort to construct long-term cloud
cloud optical thickness as suggested by the analysis climatology for total or individual cloud types based
of Kuang et al. (1998)? These questions cannot be on surface observations (both from the Ocean Weath-
satisfactorily studied at this time because the relevant er Stations and Volunteer Observing Ships) has also
measurements are lacking. proved to be frustrating because several observation-

It should be noted that both the imposed energy al uncertainties and biases are difficult to determine
and momentum fluxes of the solar wind particles at 1 (e.g., Bajuk & Leovy, 1998; Norris, 1999). There-

2AU, with means of about 0.16 erg /cm /s and 8 fore, the search for other, possibly more reliable
29 2

3 10 g/cm/s , respectively, are a few orders of measures of global atmospheric change and their
magnitude smaller than those of the Sun’s electro- potential correlations with solar activity is a logical
magnetic radiation (Axford, 1985). Occasional, large next step.
transient solar events from Coronal Mass Ejections We searched for connections between the satellite-
and flares with enhanced plasma and energetic derived measure of the lower tropospheric air tem-
particle emissions are exceptional compared to the peratures from the Microwave Sounding Units
continuous background of co-rotating solar wind (MSUs) and several key measures of solar activity
flows. But the recent evidence discussed above and that capture the dynamics of the solar and cosmic ray
the study of further evidence below point to the charged particles. We consider the statistical signifi-
possibility of natural modulation of the terrestrial cance of the correlations and more importantly,
climate by extraterrestrial charged particles. possible physical associations for them. Although the

MSU measurements are not immune to problems of
maintaining long-term precision, e.g., satellite orbital

3. Data sets: solar and terrestrial time series decay and inter-satellite calibration, they serve as an
important, independent measure of atmospheric vari-

Our search for further evidence of Sun-cosmic ability by supplementing the tentative results of the
ray-climate correlations focuses on the nature of satellite cloud datasets.
solar-terrestrial connections relevant to pathways (3)
and (4) sketched above. This initiative rests partly on
concern with long-term calibration accuracy of the 3.1. Solar corona hole area
visible and infrared radiances of the ISCCP cloud

`data (Brest et al., 1997; Doutiraux-Boucher & Seze, A key measure of the Sun’s global magnetic field
1998; Klein & Hartmann, 1993) used in the pre- is the area of open coronal field lines (i.e., coronal
viously-cited correlations (or lack of) with cosmic hole area). The solar coronal hole area used in this
rays. The uncertainties in the relative calibrations of analysis was estimated from photospheric mag-
the ISCCP visible and infrared radiances for mea- netograms of the Wilcox Solar Observatory using the
surements made over one decade or so are 63–5% Potential-Field Source-Surface extrapolation method
and 0.3–1.0%, respectively (Brest et al., 1997). As (Wang & Sheeley (1992); Wang 1998, private com-
cautioned and concluded by Brest et al. (1997), munication). The Potential-Field Source-Surface
‘‘[r]eal decadal-scale changes of the earth are much method is a way to deduce the magnetic field
smaller in magnitude than uncertainties in calibra- structure of the solar corona from measurements of
tion changes and cannot be reliably detected without the photospheric field. The Potential-Field Source-
significant improvements of instrument calibration; Surface method assumes that the coronal fields are
infrequent aircraft calibration results for AVHRR current-free between the photosphere (solar surface)
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and a given, outer source surface (typically at a 1998; Wang et al., 1996). For example, growing
distance of 1.5 to 3 R , where the sonic point is low-latitude coronal holes near closed field streamers(

reached, e.g., Withbroe (1988); Parker (1992)). can destabilize the current sheet as well as generate
´Above the source surface, solar magnetic fields are large-amplitude interplanetary Alfven waves to cause

swept almost radially into interplanetary space by the intense geomagnetic storms (with storm index Dst #

outward flow of the solar wind. By enforcing the 2100 nT; e.g., Gonzalez et al. (1996)). In addition,
purely radial field configuration at the source surface Luhmann et al. (1998) have described a physical
and imposing daily solar magnetograms as inner coupling between the rate of addition of new flux to
boundary conditions, one can find a potential field the source surface and the rate of Coronal Mass
solution in terms of spherical harmonic expansions. Ejections (see Figure 3 of Luhmann et al.). The total

The inferred locations, shapes and areas of coronal rate of freshly opening coronal magnetic flux is
holes using the Potential-Field Source-Surface meth- directly proportional to the total open field area.
od are in good agreement with the footpoint areas of Since Coronal Mass Ejections can be a significant
the open coronal field lines traced by maps of the source of solar wind mass flux (especially during
HeI 1083.0 nm absorption line from the Kitt Peak solar activity maxima, e.g., Webb & Howard, 1994),
National Solar Observatory (e.g., Wang et al. (1996); this newly-noted coupling of source surface flux and
see also Harvey (1996)). Re-tracing all the open field rate of Coronal Mass Ejections supports the consid-
lines from the source surface back to the photosphere eration of coronal hole area in studying the sun-
shows that coronal holes could be the only solar climate relation. Furthermore, Hundhausen et al.
source of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (e.g., (1980) and Bravo & Cruz-Abeyro (1996) have
McComas et al., 1992; Zhao & Hoeksema, 1995). previously shown that coronal hole area is a useful
Therefore, the size of the open field area should be a measure of cosmic ray modulation, primarily be-
relevant proxy for heliospheric magnetic conditions cause of the intimate relation between polar coronal
and for the modulation of cosmic rays. hole area and the tilt angle of the Heliospheric

During solar activity minimum, coronal holes Current Sheet (HCS).
cover about 20% of the solar surface, which are The HCS tilt angle and coronal hole area are
dominated by open fields of increasing strength over closely related in the sense that when the coronal
the polar regions. As solar activity increases toward hole area reaches maximum, during the declining
maximum, the polar field weakens and reverses, phase of the solar cycle, the polar holes show large,
while polar coronal holes disappear and are replaced equatorward extensions and the dipole axis is some-
by smaller, open field regions scattered over a wide what tilted with respect to the Sun’s rotation axis. At
range of latitudes. The complex evolution of coronal activity minimum, the dipole axis is nearly aligned
holes through the solar magnetic cycles, especially with the rotation axis and the polar holes are more
the relation between the dominant polar hole and the nearly axisymmetric. Thus, HCS tilt angle is closely,
lower-latitude holes, is still much studied (e.g., Fox but inversely, related to the size of the polar hole
et al., 1998). We considered both the polar coronal such that when the solar dipole is tilted relative to
hole area (the sum of hole areas above 608N and rotation axis, the lower heliospheric latitudes are
608S solar latitude) and total coronal hole area (the exposed to a larger part of the polar coronal hole,
sum of individual, low-to-middle latitude open-field with more fast solar wind plasma streams (and
areas associated with underlying active regions plus embedded magnetic fields) emanating near the eclip-
the extension of the dominant polar coronal hole to tic to impede and deflect incoming cosmic rays. At
lower latitudes). most phases of the solar activity cycle, but especially

Important properties of the coronal hole area that near minimum, the strong polar magnetic field
make it a promising factor in capturing dynamical, dominates the changing extent of the HCS. During
large-scale changes within the inner heliosphere are the ascending phase of the activity cycle, when the
its role as a source of the fast solar wind and its weakened polar magnetic field is set to reverse,
association with low- to mid-latitude active regions increasing accumulation of counter-polarity fluxes at
and streamer belts (e.g., Esser, 1999; Luhmann et al., the poles, and growing low- and mid-latitude coronal
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holes, active regions and coronal streamers, all solar radiative versus corpuscular (including the
combine to distort dramatically the HCS. contribution from the modulated cosmic rays) forc-

ings on interannual climatic changes, we present
3.2. MSU lower tropospheric temperature parallel results of analyses of the Wolf sunspot

number series, the solar chromospheric-coronal
For a representation of the conditions of the emission flux density at high radio frequency of 10.7

Earth’s lower atmosphere, we used the brightness cm (or 2800 MHz), total solar irradiance from the
temperature emitted by well-mixed molecular oxy- Nimbus-7 cavity radiometer, and coronal radiative
gen recorded by the Microwave Sounding Unit measure from the green Fe XIV 530.3 nm line. The
(MSU) radiometers onboard a series of nine National parameters used in this study are available from the
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) following NOAA web-pages: ftp: /
satellites. Daily data series for the temperature / ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/SOLAR DATA/SUN-

]
anomaly (after removal of the annual cycle based on SPOT NUMBERS ftp: / / ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/

]
the mean of 1982–1991) were taken from the NASA SOLAR DATA/SUNSPOT NUMBERS, ftp: /

] ]
Global Hydrology and Climate Center’s MSU web / ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/SOLAR DATA/SOLAR-

]
page: http: / /wwwghcc.msfc.nasa.gov/ temperature RADIO/FLUX ftp: / / ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/

]
http: / /wwwghcc.msfc.nasa.gov/ temperature (all data SOLAR DATA/SOLAR RADIO/FLUX ftp: /

] ]
were retrieved in September 1998). Calendar-month / ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/SOLAR DATA/

]
averages were computed globally and in five in- SOLAR IRRADIANCE ftp: / / ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/

]
dividual latitude zones. STP/SOLAR DATA/SOLAR IRRADIANCE ftp: /

] ]
The specific monthly time series we used is the / ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/SOLAR DATA/

]
latest channel 2 lower tropospheric temperature CORONA/INDEX ftp: / / ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/
anomaly (T ) of the 1000–400 mb layer (e.g., SOLAR DATA/CORONA/INDEX. In addition, we2LT ]
Christy et al., 1998). Inter-satellite biases are known also used the 27-day averaged Climax neutron count
within 0.018C and the precision in the overall trend data series that is obtained directly from the web
of the record of 19 years is estimated to be 60.058C/ page http: / /ulysses.uchicago.edu/NeutronMonitor /
decade at a confidence level of 80% (Christy et al., neutron mon.html http: / /ulysses.uchicago.edu/Neu-

]
1998). It is important to note that the MSU record is tronMonitor /neutron mon.html operated by the Lab-

]
essentially global in spatial coverage and has been oratory of Astrophysics and Space Research at the
verified by independent calibration against collocated University of Chicago. No further discussion of the
balloon radiosonde measurements. Hence, T is a nature of these data or references is given here;2LT

suitable parameter for testing the hypothesis of please consult the webpages for additional infor-
global tropospheric changes induced by sun-cosmic mation.
ray charged-particles on interannual timescales.

We emphasize that our analysis and results will
not be too strongly influenced by the possible
existence of a long-term trend, either warming or 4. Analysis and results
cooling, in the global T record. The reason is that2LT

we are interested primarily in the shorter timescales We begin with the simplest strategy of analysis,
of months to years. Recent discussion concerning the namely, the zero-lag correlation between the time
calibration of the MSU satellite global temperature series of solar activity and tropospheric temperature.
and its influence on the derivation of the 19-yr trends We present the standard Pearson’s r correlation
can be found in Christy et al. (1998) and Wentz & statistic and the significance level at which the null-
Schabel (1998). hypothesis of zero correlation can be rejected (e.g.,

Press et al., 1992). We go beyond this simple strategy
3.3. Other solar-cosmic ray activity indices only in the closer study of the correlations presented

for the coronal hole area and tropospheric tempera-
For a preliminary look into the relative roles of ture (Figs. 1 and 2). We also discuss the physical
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Table 1
Correlations of solar parameters with Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) global lower tropospheric temperature

Variable Interval (n) Pearson r P (r,n) nnull th

(1a) Total Coronal Hole January 79 – April 98 (232) 20.46 # 1.0e-8 20
(1b) Polar Coronal Hole January 79 – April 98 (232) 20.41 # 1.0e-8 25
(2) Coronal Index January 79 – December 96 (216) 10.24 2.5e-4 70
(3) S Nimbus-7 January 79 – December 92 (166) 10.28 1.7e-4 52total

(4) Sunspot Number January 79 – June 98 (234) 10.29 3.5e-6 48
(5) 10.7 cm Flux January 79 – April 98 (232) 10.28 8.9e-6 50
(6) Neutron Count January 79 – April 98 (232) 20.18 5.0e-3 124

All correlations are computed using concurrent, n monthly data (with missing data only in a few cases). Other than interpolations necessary
for converting solar rotation-averaged to calendar monthly dated data, no additional data processing was done. The parameter, r, is the
correlation measure of Pearson; P measures the significance level at which the null hypothesis of zero correlation is rejected; n is thenull th

threshold number of independent degree of freedoms for which the calculated Pearson r would be significant at the level of 95%. The
parameters considered are: (1a) Total Coronal Hole – total open coronal field area, (1b) Polar Coronal Hole – open coronal field area above
608N and 608S of the solar hemisphere, (2) Coronal Index – a measure of the radiative energy emitted by the Sun’s outermost atmospheric
layer (E-Corona) as monitored by the 530.3 nm ionized iron Fe XIV green coronal line, (3) S – total irradiance of the Sun as measuredtotal

by radiometers onboard the Nimbus-7 satellite, (4) Sunspot Number – Wolf sunspot number count, (5) 10.7 cm Flux – solar radio emission
flux density from the upper chromosphere and lower corona (a commonly used proxy of solar activity), (6) Neutron Count – proxy of
atmospheric cosmic rays as measured by the neutron monitor at Climax, Colorado (with an altitude of 3400 m and a vertical cut-off rigidity
of 3.0 gigavolt).

information contained in each correlation, as a basis number of independent degree of freedom, n , forth

for identifying the relevant physical parameters. which the values of Pearson r would be significant at
the level of 95%. (For example, the total coronal
hole area-T correlation coefficient of 20.46, with2LT

4.1. Zero-lag correlations n 5 20, means that one may apply a 12-monthth

running average for both sets of data and the
Table 1 lists the correlation coefficients for the correlation would still be significant at the 95%

global MSU lower tropospheric temperature anomaly level. The value of r improves to 20.66 for this
with the polar and total coronal hole area records, as correlation if one applies this low-pass filter, but we
well as with the coronal emission index, the satellite- have refrained from such an exercise in this initial
derived total solar irradiance, the Wolf sunspot study.)
number, the solar 10.7 cm radio flux density and the There remains the possibility that the quasi-11-
neutron count. The two coronal hole indices have the year variation present in the solar-activity forcing
numerically highest correlation coefficients with the measures (through either radiative or corpuscular
global tropospheric temperatures. The correlation channels or both) could trigger 11-year-like ocean-

8coefficients of the other four solar activity measures atmosphere changes , which could mean that the
are not as high, but they are higher than that of the independent degrees of freedom for the correlations
neutron count. in Table 1 should be further reduced. But, as

All the solar and cosmic-ray indices show statisti-
cally significant correlation with global MSU tropo-

8spheric temperature if the monthly data are treated as Evidence of decadal-type of ocean-atmosphere responses have
been found in records of temperatures, geopotential heights of theindependent. However, the independent degrees of
global lower stratosphere and troposphere (e.g., van Loon &freedom might be less, by some incalculable factor,
Labitzke, 1998; van Loon & Shea, 1999) (see also Salby &

than the number of monthly data points, n, used to Callaghan, 2000) and global upper ocean temperatures (e.g.,
calculate the probability of zero correlation, P . White et al., 1997). Explanations of causes for such a decadalnull

Hence, we have also listed in Table 1 the threshold global climatic response are a matter of continuing research.
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indicated in the introduction, the terrestrial climatic result reinforces many climatologists’ view that the
filter may be nonlinear and solar-terrestrial coupling ¯ 0.1% total solar irradiance change over a decade
statistics could very well be non-stationary (e.g., will bring about a small global temperature response.
based on the impression one obtains from consider- The poorest correlation is for neutron count and
ing various proxy records that sample changes on tropospheric temperature. This fact cannot be easily
ten-, hundred- to thousand-year time scales). Thus, understood, assuming the existence of the neutron
any sophisticated statistical examination of the rela- count-cloud cover relation proposed by SFC97. The
tion seen here must be postponed. Therefore, we simplest resolution of the controversy would be to
emphasize that the listing of the values of P and accept the fact of the current ambiguity in thenull

n are strictly a formality and the more important retrievals of cloud-properties as well as the criticismsth

matter of physical significance must next be dis- of Kernthaler et al. (1999), from which one would
cussed. conclude that the SFC97 analyses were premature. In

After the two coronal hole measures, the relation this scenario, the poor correlation between the neu-
between the sunspot number and the MSU tempera- tron count and MSU tropospheric temperature would
ture has the next highest correlation coefficient. The not be surprising if one were to note that the neutron
formally computed statistical significance of this count is neither a direct nor reliable measure of
correlation is, as stated before, quite high. But the heating or cooling associated with ionizing effects of
correlation does not contain significant physical cosmic ray particles (see also footnote 6 above).
information unless one invokes an association with Yet the correlation between neutron counts and
an additional, related measure of activity like the rate total cloud cover (or individual cloud type coverage
of Coronal Mass Ejections. If Coronal Mass Ejec- when the data are ready for the task) may still be
tions are associated with a larger-scale solar mag- relevant over the midlatitude oceans. If that claim
netic field than those of sunspots, as suggested by could be confirmed, then SFC97’s results would
Hundhausen (1993), then the correlation between imply an impact on tropospheric temperature. In this
sunspot number and global T might not represent case, the weak correlation between the neutron flux2LT

any physical connection. and T would seem contradictory. However, upon2LT

Similarly, the solar chromospheric-coronal 10.7 closer examination, this weak correlation does not
cm radio flux density shows only modest correlation invalidate the cosmic ray-terrestrial cloud hypothesis
with the MSU temperature. Although this emission because the relation may stand independently of a
measure is often a convenient and commonly used tropospheric temperature response. Two reasons for
proxy for various aspects of chromospheric and this are: first, there is no a priori expectation that
coronal magnetic structures, the index lacks the varying amount of cosmic charged particles would
specific physical associations that are necessary for have a direct impact (i.e., without an intermediate
gaining insight into the nature of forcings in a step like cosmic ray-induced changes in cloud cover)
sun-climate connection. on global temperature in the lower troposphere.

The next-highest correlation is for total solar Second, the postulated relation between global tem-
irradiance and MSU temperature. It might at first perature and total cloud cover might not, in fact,
seem surprising to find only a modest correlation of exist (e.g., Norris, 1999).
MSU temperature with the solar photospheric radia- The parameter with the second-weakest correlation
tive output. However, the direct change in radiative is the coronal Fe XIV 530.3 nm line, which had been
forcing by the total solar irradiance, with an am- previously shown to be most closely related to
plitude of at most 0.14% for the cycles in the period neutron count (e.g., Simpson & Wang, 1970). The
of observation from 1979 to 1992, had been previ- fact of the close statistical connection between the
ously incorporated into climate models in order to coronal emission index and neutron count leads, not
estimate global temperature changes. The suggested surprisingly, to only a marginal correlation of the
global surface and atmospheric temperature changes coronal emission index and T in contrast with the2LT

are not larger than one or two tenths of a degree fortuitously good sunspot-T correlation coeffi-2LT

(e.g., Soon et al. (1996) and references therein). This cient.
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4.2. Further analysis of correlations between MSU seen in the previously-cited, albeit provisional
lower tropospheric temperatures and solar coronal studies. (The correlation between polar coronal hole
hole areas area and the 12-month running-mean global cloud

cover of Kernthaler et al. (1999) gives r 5 1 0.62
We next look in detail at the correlations of the [February 1984 to July 1990, i.e., for year-to-year

two solar coronal hole measures which were found to changes; data kindly provided by J. Haigh 1999].)
have high statistical significance. Fig. 1 shows The correlations between the global MSU T and2LT

monthly changes of the polar solar coronal hole area coronal holes presented in Figs. 1 and 2 are con-
since 1976 and MSU global T since 1979, while sistent with an indirect route of inducing terrestrial2LT

Fig. 2 shows changes of the total coronal hole area atmospheric changes by a variable sun and the
and MSU global T . modulated cosmic rays, of the type suggested by the2LT

Why would the coronal hole area measures have charged particle-terrestrial cloud (e.g., total or in-
distinctively higher correlation coefficients with the dividual-type covers or both; see Section 5) correla-
tropospheric temperature than other solar parame- tions and perhaps two additional routes by solar
ters? As discussed above, the physical connection of charged particles, described below (Section 4.2.2).
the coronal hole area to the morphology of the HCS
makes it a relevant measure for the modulation of the 4.2.1. Global temperature changes
cosmic-ray drift motion within the heliosphere. In To further examine the plausibility of extraterres-
particular, the polar coronal hole area, by virtue of its trial charged particles influence on climate, we first
close connection to modulated cosmic rays, should assess how well the relationships between the two
be associated with the neutron count-cloud relation coronal hole measures and global T can be2LT

Fig. 1. Time series of 27.27-day averaged polar coronal hole area (in % of solar surface area; solid) compared with monthly Microwave
Sounding Unit (MSU) global lower tropospheric temperature anomaly (8C; dotted). See discussion in text for both the explained and
unexplained MSU global temperature month-to-year variances and Table 1 for a summary of the statistical analysis. Note that the
temperature scale is inverted.
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Fig. 2. Time series of 27.27-day averaged total coronal hole area (in % of solar surface area; solid) and monthly Microwave Sounding Unit
(MSU) global lower tropospheric temperature anomaly (8C; dotted). See discussion in text for both the explained and unexplained MSU
global temperature month-to-year variances and Table 1 for a summary of the statistical analysis. Intervals of several large positive
(warming) and negative (cooling) global temperature anomalies are indicated in order to facilitate the brief discussion in the text. Note that
the temperature scale is inverted.

distinguished, in a formally statistical way (i.e., The fit in Fig. 1 appears to be best during the
through a better fit) from correlations using other phases when coronal hole area is increasing (or the
solar activity-related variables of Table 1. To do so, descending phase of the solar activity cycle to
we adopted the sunspot-T correlation, the next minimum), circa 1981–1985 and 1991–1995. Such2LT

highest correlation in Table 1, as the benchmark intervals correspond to times of negative temperature
against any statistical anomaly. Applying the changes, or systematic coolings, of the global lower
Fisher’s z-transformation to each Pearson’s r, and troposphere. The periods of agreement, and similar-
using values of n in Table 1, we find that the ly, disagreement, can be interpreted in terms of the
correlations with the polar and total coronal hole distinct effects expected from the polar and non-
areas differ from the next best sunspot-T correla- polar coronal holes. During the declining phase of2LT

tion with a two-tailed significance of 84% and 96%, solar activity the strong polar field and increasing
respectively. Thus, it is reasonable to single out polar coronal hole area mean a more stable inter-
correlations found in Figs. 1 and 2 for further study planetary medium, resulting in a systematic modula-
of a possible influence of sun-cosmic ray charged tion of the near-Earth cosmic ray charged particles,
particles on short-term terrestrial atmospheric dy- and thus perhaps a clearer impact on lower tropo-
namics. spheric temperature. As solar activity rises toward

We next examined various systematic patterns and maximum, polar coronal hole area decreases. A
discrepancies observed in the coronal hole area-T relatively larger influence of the smaller, less stable2LT

correlation. and more spatially-ranging non-polar coronal holes
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sets in, resulting in a more perturbed interplanetary Mount Pinatubo eruption (which began erupting
medium, and thus a poorer correlation circa 1985– around June–July 1991), are recognizable departures
1990 and 1995–1998. in Fig. 2. The largest, unexplained mismatch be-

A comparison of Figs. 1 and 2 shows that the tween the global tropospheric temperature and the
agreement in relative timing of the changes in the two coronal hole curves is the large cooling event
polar coronal hole area and the global MSU tempera- persisting throughout the whole of 1989. The 1989
ture is improved when the contribution of the lower- tropospheric cooling may correspond to a large La

˜latitude, open field regions are included as part of the Nina cooling episode of 1988–1989, e.g., near the
˜total coronal hole area. In this timing consideration, sea surface of the Nino-3 region (58S-58N; 908W-

it is important to recall that there may be different 1508W) (e.g., Wallace et al., 1998). This one large
contributions from the cosmic rays modulated by the tropospheric cooling event clearly illustrates a com-
Sun, solar charged particles, and the solar irradiance. plex interaction of the tropical ocean and the global
In the case of modulated cosmic rays, the effects atmosphere and calls for continued, close considera-
may be discernible from polar coronal holes, for it is tion of internal climatic factors (e.g., Corti et al.,
the high-latitude, open field regions that govern the 1999).
extension of the HCS (i.e., the tilt angle of the HCS).
The polar coronal hole (and thus, tilt angle of the 4.2.2. Zonal temperature changes
HCS) modulates the drift patterns of incoming In Table 2, we further examine the relation
cosmic rays at distances much greater than 1 AU between the total coronal hole area and tropospheric
(i.e., at the modulation boundary, the location of temperature by considering the correlations within
terminal shock near 100 AU or so) and may be five terrestrial zonal bands of latitude. The correla-
considered as a parameter that sets the limit of tion coefficient of the global MSU temperature with
Earth-bound cosmic ray charged particles. As for the total coronal hole area (Table 2, row labeled 0) is
solar influence on terrestrial climate, there may be higher than any of the correlations of the individual
direct contributions from both solar charged particles zones (Table 2, rows labeled 1–5). This suggests
as well as indirect effects from solar irradiance that the non-solar-induced, interannual temperature
change. The marked improvement seen in Fig. 2 variations are uncorrelated or negatively correlated
compared to Fig. 1 comes from the one-to-two-year among different zones, or that the solar-induced
shifts of the two peaks of the polar coronal hole area variations are out of phase in different zones.
relative to the total area around the activity minima
of 1986–1987 and 1995–1996. Thus, the improved

Table 2agreement in Fig. 2 of the timing of the two solar-
Correlations of total coronal hole area with 5-zonal bands ofterrestrial curves suggests that low latitude coronal
Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) lower tropospheric temperature

holes directly contribute charged particles, especially T , January 1979 – April 19982LT

near activity minimum. The difference in time
Microwave Sounding Unit T Pearson r P (r,n) n2LT null thbetween the solar-wind modulation of cosmic rays at
(0) 82.58S-82.58N 20.46 # 1.0e-8 20a distance and the arrival of those modulated cosmic
(1) 67.58S-82.58S 20.13 5.2e-2 236charged particles at the Earth allows for a delay of
(2) 27.58S-67.58S 20.39 # 1.0e-8 27

roughly one to two years in the cosmic ray-caused (3) 27.58S-27.58N 20.23 2.8e-4 76
terrestrial response when compared to the direct (4) 27.58N-67.58N 20.39 # 1.0e-8 27

(5) 67.58N-82.58N 20.04 5.5e-1 4 232effects from the Sun.
Several of the major excursions in the MSU global All correlations are computed using concurrent, n 5 232, monthly

temperature record that are not traced by the coronal data over the interval of January 1979 to April 1998. The
parameter, r, is the correlation measure of Pearson; P measureshole area may be explained by other documented null

the significance level at which the null hypothesis of zeroterrestrial climatic anomalies. For example, large
correlation is rejected; n is the threshold number of independentth˜dynamical warmings of the El Nino events of 1986– degree of freedoms for which the calculated Pearson r would be

1987 and 1997–1998 and the large cooling around significant at the level of 95%. The zonal Microwave Sounding
1992, likely caused by volcanic events like the Unit (MSU) temperatures were banded in geographical latitudes.
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The pattern of the correlations in Table 2, with cosmic ray charged particle-cloud channel (see more
stronger correlations seen for the northern and discussion in Section 5) or through a mechanism not
southern mid-latitude bands and a less significant one yet identified.
for the tropics, is consistent with the hypothesis of Another related solar-terrestrial climate coupling
temperature change affected by solar and cosmic ray has been proposed by Bucha & Bucha (1998). Here
particles. The poor correlations for the northern and the mediating role of geomagnetic storms, with
southern polar regions may not be surprising, given manifestation in auroral forcings (e.g., joule and
the large impact of unforced variability in these viscous heatings by auroral electrojets and auroras),
areas, which would result in a low signal-to-noise is emphasized for the sun and geoclimate connection.
ratio for discerning solar-caused temperature Bucha & Bucha (1998) envisioned, based on several
changes. The standard deviations of the monthly observed examples, a direct modulation of the pat-
MSU lower tropospheric temperature over the terns of lower atmospheric circulation by geomag-
January 1979 – April 1998 interval for the polar netic storms. Near the polar caps of the thermosphere
regions are about 18C, a factor of 4–5 larger than the such perturbations may penetrate downward, via
variability over the tropics. The point is that the acceleration of the subsiding air into the stratosphere
dominant process of energy transfer associated with and troposphere. The geographical paths and re-
interactions of the solar or cosmic ray charged sponses of the perturbations are governed not only
particles and geomagnetic fields near the polar by their amplitudes but also by various pressure
regions is more directly manifested in terms of systems and meteorological conditions of the lower
ionization phenomena like the energetic solar proton surface-troposphere boundary. (See e.g., Cole (1984)
events, relativistic electron precipitation events, polar and Arnold & Robinson (1998) for further discus-
cap absorption, polar auroral glow and atmospheric sion on energetics and coupling mechanisms.)
ion chemistry (e.g., Baker et al., 1993; Cole, 1984;
Pudovkin & Raspopov, 1992; Thorne, 1980). For
example, Callis et al. (1998) have recently provided 5. Additional discussion: possible physical
the observational evidence that the precipitation of association between cosmic rays and earth’s
energetic electrons (with 30 keV # E # 1050 keV), clouds
which are modulated by the solar wind, does indeed
cause significant production of NO in the middle The results in Tables 1 and 2 underscore they

atmosphere. Subsequently, those NO molecules are difficulty in untangling cause-and-effect in statisticaly

transported down into the stratosphere (under favor- correlations among solar activity, modulated cosmic
able conditions, i.e., long chemical lifetimes in the rays and terrestrial atmospheric parameters. In order
winter hemisphere), where they modulate the stratos- to progress, one needs to consider all possible
pheric O over middle and high latitudes. In turn, we physical mechanisms to try to formulate a testable3

note that several recent general-circulation model hypothesis. In that regard, we discuss in detail one
experiments, which include realistic stratospheric O more plausible explanation for the charged particle-3

changes, show that O changes are capable of climate relations suggested by the results in Tables 13

modulating both the amount and distribution of and 2 and by others such as the cosmic ray and cloud
upwardly propagating planetary waves and causing correlation seen in earlier work.
significant changes to circulation patterns of the low This promising explanation involves the highly
and middle atmospheres (e.g., Haigh, 1999; Shindell energetic cosmic rays as the key ionization source
et al., 1999). for the lower atmosphere (e.g., Ermakov et al.,

The time delays of the different effects expected 1997). Protons with energy below 1 GeV penetrate
from the two sources of charged particles – solar and only at geomagnetic latitudes above about 608 and
cosmic ray – may provide an opportunity to detect only energetic protons with energy above 10 GeV
such an indirect solar-terrestrial coupling, either have direct access into the tropical atmosphere. This
through the energetic electron precipitation-stratos- cosmic ionizing flux peaks roughly around the
pheric NO -O channel or through the proposed altitudes of the lower stratosphere and upper tropos-y 3
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phere. The ion–electron pair production by those temperature or charged particle fluxes-cloud cover
energetic cosmic rays appears to increase by about a correlations or both.
factor of 2–4 from the geomagnetic equator to a
latitude of about 60 degrees. The relation between
energy and penetration range is, of course, also a 6. Conclusion
function of both geomagnetic and atmospheric con-
ditions. More importantly, large and stable clusters We have assessed the influence of extraterrestrial
of ions are formed in the troposphere and strato- charged particles on climate seen in reported and
sphere owing to the background ionizing effects of subsequently questioned cosmic ray-terrestrial cloud
cosmic rays (e.g., Arnold, 1980; Eisele, 1989). In relation (see Section 2). We cited concerns about the
turn, these ion clusters may be responsible for the uncertainty of the calibration of terrestrial cloud data.
production of a class of ultrafine aerosol particles We searched for a physical solar variable that
detected in the lower troposphere. These aerosols, captures both the nature of solar charged particle
found in the free troposphere, marine boundary layer, outputs and entrained magnetic field in interplanetary
arctic boundary layer and vicinity of clouds have space as well as its modulation of the cosmic ray
diameters less than 20 nm or 0.02 mm – about a charged particles from interstellar space in the near-
factor of ten or so smaller than the Aitken particles. Earth environment. We further constrained such a
Turco et al. (1998) recently proposed a theory of solar variable by requiring it to have a robust
nucleation by ion-ion recombination to explain the correlation with the adopted terrestrial climate pa-
observed in-situ formation of those new ultrafine rameter, the MSU global lower troposphere tempera-
aerosol particles in the troposphere under low vapor ture. We considered the issue of identifying the key,
supersaturation conditions. This background source intermediate solar measure that would satisfy both
of tropospheric aerosols formed under ion-induced constraints to be a necessary step because the
nucleation could then evolve into accumulation- empirical correlations of neutron count with total
mode particles which, in turn, through various cloud cloud cover have bypassed the important physics
forming processes, may act as cloud nuclei and could associated with the sun-induced cosmic ray changes
ultimately be linked to cloud properties and their (see e.g., Burlaga & Ness, 1998; Fisk & Wenzel et
changes. al., 1998, and references therein). This critical,

In addition, Tinsley (1996b) reasoned that electro- intermediate measure of solar activity is the coronal
static charges accumulating on supercooled water hole area.
droplets and aerosols would affect the rates of ice A particular weakness of our present analysis is
nucleation and sedimentation of ice crystals in the the lack of critical information on both actual particle
lower-atmosphere clouds. For light cloud cover (e.g., outputs and the propagation of magnetic field struc-
thin altostratus clouds), an increase in sedimentation tures within the heliosphere. Another limitation is the
of ice crystals may cause a reduction of cloud inability to distinguish between direct solar and
opacity and albedo with consequences for cooling or indirect cosmic ray charged particles’ roles in
heating of the atmosphere. For heavy cloud systems climatic change. However, several comparative anal-
like the warm core winter cyclones and mesoscale yses with other solar radiative indices do favor a
convective systems, an increase in ice sedimentation sun-cosmic ray charged-particle coupling with terres-
may lead to an overall increase in the intensity of trial climate. Such an ambiguous but non-trivial
both storm systems because of feedback processes astrophysical conclusion emphasizes the need for a
which enhance precipitation rates and latent heat quantitative understanding of the solar wind and
release. The connection and synchronization of re- cosmic ray charged particles, as well as their mag-
gional-scale microphysical effects to large-scale netic evolution.
thermodynamical responses and dynamical circula- We have presented new evidence that shows a
tions within the atmosphere-ocean system may lead correlation between the solar coronal hole area and
to specific relations like charged particle fluxes- the global lower tropospheric temperature. The ob-
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served empirical correlations may be interpreted in est total coronal hole-zonal MSU T correlation2LT

terms of cosmic ray charged particle and cloud cover coefficients obtained using e.g., the 12-month run-
connection or alternatively in terms of solar charged ning-mean filter (i.e., to capture year-to-year
particle influences or other terrestrial coupling mech- changes) of about 20.6 to 20.8 are at least as high
anisms. Our empirical result is relevant to pathways as several 20 to 40 year-long correlations previously
(3) and (4) of the sun-climate connection discussed identified by Labitzke, van Loon and colleagues
in the introduction. The interesting aspect of the (e.g., van Loon & Labitzke, 1998; van Loon & Shea,
observed correlation in Fig. 2 is not only the 1999). The correlations shown by Labitzke and van
correspondence between the two solar-terrestrial Loon adopted the 10.7 cm solar flux density as a
quantities, but also the appearance of several sys- measure of solar activity, which is ambiguous on the
tematic deviations of the large positive and negative nature of solar forcing. (It may also be useful to
temperature fluctuations. So, the search for a sun- contrast our study of monthly temperature anomaly,
climate coupling mechanism need not necessarily with the effects of annual insolation cycle removed,
imply the hunt for the highest possible statistical to that of raw data series in Labitzke and van Loon’s
correlation among solar and terrestrial variables. The work [re-confirmed by H. van Loon 1999, private
results in Figs. 1 and 2 also suggest distinct roles for communication].) But it should be recognized that
high-latitude and lower-latitude open magnetic field Labitzke and van Loon’s efforts were aimed towards
regions. Therefore, the hypothesis of an externally- detection and characterization of the decadal oscilla-
induced charged particle influence on the dynamics tion patterns in the stratosphere and troposphere
of the Earth’s atmosphere on timescales of months to rather than astronomical forcings. Thus, we empha-
years cannot be ruled out. size that signatures contained in both independent

One predictable consequence of such an inter- works may be related and complementary to each
action is the existence of atmospheric responses that other, but only further research will shed light on
are sensitive to the solar magnetic polarity cycles. In mechanisms to explain the correlations.
that regard, it may be useful to note that Baranyi et A contemporary quotation from E.N. Parker
al. (1998) have reported evidence for a possible (1994) reminds us of the difficult but urgent task of
22-year polarity-dependent modulation of the Earth’s quantifying the impact of solar action on terrestrial
northern hemispheric surface temperature. Baranyi et climate: ‘‘It is interesting to contemplate that a
al. (1998) inferred a complex pattern of surface relatively small solar contribution to changing mean
temperature response under the assumptions of a temperature means a truly worrisome greenhouse gas
direct influence by solar charged particles and the warming, demanding an immediate and expensive
solar and terrestrial magnetic fields coupling scheme technical response to avoid human catastrophe in the
of Simon & Legrand (1992). They found evidence coming century. On the other hand, a large solar
not only for opposite responses in the surface contribution means a less disastrous greenhouse
temperature from solar particle events originating contribution, accompanied by substantial uncontrol-
from polar and equatorial regions, but also for led climatic effects of solar variability, of the nature
regional responses sensitive to the location relative to of those experienced in the past. Neither prospect is
the terrestrial magnetic meridian line. Those patterns [p]leasing to contemplate. . . . Our task is to quan-
of response reverse when the polarity of the Sun tify the phenomena so that some idea of the relative
switches. Baranyi et al.’s study will need to be contributions can be achieved.’’
further developed in terms of the overlap between
connection pathways (3) and (4) before a better
understanding can emerge. Acknowledgements
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